Ocular adverse events of molecularly targeted agents approved in solid tumours: a systematic review.
When using molecularly targeted agents (MTAs), oncologists and patients face new and sometimes unexpected toxicities. Though ocular adverse events (OAEs) are not uncommon with chemotherapy, they are rarely severe or dose limiting. Ocular toxicity profile may differ with MTAs, indeed severe and dose limiting toxicities have been described with targeted therapies currently under investigation. Our study aimed to review OAEs experienced with MTAs approved in solid tumours. This review revealed that many OAEs, frequent and potentially severe, exist and concern most MTAs. The suggestion is prompt referral of patients with severe pain and/or visual impairment to the ophthalmologist since these symptoms can be associated with potentially severe OAE and need ophthalmic assessment. Oncologists must be aware of such events and their potential severity for better treatment and better diagnosis in daily practice as well as in clinical trials.